
Burns Endowment Fund Visiting Chair 
Terms of Reference 

 

1. Burns Visiting Chair Appointment Policy: 
The appointment of persons additional to the normal faculty complement provides an 
opportunity for the FOM to:  acquire access to additional specialized and often high-level 
expertise in teaching and research; establish or build on strategically important relationships 
(including cultural competencies and enrichment); increase attractiveness of FOM for students, 
teachers and researchers; and achieve reputational benefits by association.   

2. Terms: 
2.1. Definition:  Burns Visiting Chair is defined as (1) a faculty member of another 

institution/organization or (2) a successful business person who is temporarily affiliated 
through appointment as a Burns Visiting Chair with the Faculty of Management (FOM) at the 
University of Lethbridge.   

2.2. Temporary appointment is approved by the FOM Executive upon recommendation by the Burns 
Endowment Fund Committee. 

2.3. Title during term of appointment:  Burns Visiting Chair.   This designation and the term of 
appointment can be included on appointee’s CV.  

2.4. The duration of the appointment is normally one semester.   
2.5. Remuneration:  all remuneration is for the appointee only and not for any individual(s) who may 

accompany the appointee for any part of the designated term with the FOM. 
2.5.1. Salary/Stipend for course instruction:  equivalent to the current pay structure for sessional 

instructors.   
2.5.2. Housing:  equivalent to the University of Lethbridge monthly rate for a two-bedroom unit.  

Housing expenses reimbursed for costs incurred during semester only.  Housing expenses 
incurred intersession are not reimbursed.     

2.5.3. Transportation:  reimbursed for return economy airfare or mileage.   
2.5.4. Vehicle Rental:  reimbursement for the duration of the appointment for an 

intermediate/standard size car.  University of Lethbridge approved vehicle rental agency 
has favourable rates.   

2.5.5. Research:  $3000 subject to Burns Endowment Research Fund Guidelines.   
3. Eligibility:  the appointee must have (1) a Ph.D. and a strong academic research profile that is known 

nationally and/or internationally, or must be (2) a successful business person, known nationally 
and/or internationally.   

4. Advertising:  Initial advertising will focus on circulating terms to FOM.   
5. Application Process:     

5.1. Prospective appointees are nominated by FOM faculty.   
5.2. Nominators must provide a current résumé or curriculum vitae, including publication list if 

applicable, and a letter relating the prospective appointee’s expertise and experience as 
supporting the mission of the FOM. 



5.3. Nominators must provide a letter from the area head confirming the course to be taught by the 
prospective appointee. 

5.4. After acceptance of appointment is received, a formal letter of appointment will be issued by 
the Dean of the Faculty of Management.  Subsequent communication with the appointee will 
be through the Burns Endowment Fund Program Manager.   

6. Appointment :  The appointee must have sufficient qualifications to add research and teaching work 
of significance to the FOM’s professional development in an area relevant to the FOM.    
6.1. Research 

6.1.1. Provide a minimum of one research presentation/seminar to be organized by Research 
Coordinator. 

6.1.2. Provide a minimum of one public presentation to the university and the external 
community.   

6.1.3. Be available for consultation and assistance to faculty in the visitor’s area of expertise.   
6.2. Teaching 

6.2.1. Provide course instruction for one undergraduate course per semester. 
6.2.2. May provide a maximum of one guest lecture per two weeks in undergraduate classes. 
6.2.3. Be available for consultation and assistance to graduate students in visitor’s area of 

expertise. 
6.2.4. Be available for travel to Calgary and Edmonton campuses for collaboration, consultation, 
and presentations as appropriate.   
 

7. Host (Nominator): 
7.1. Assist appointee in finding appropriate accommodation. 
7.2. Meet the appointee on arrival (at airport or other) and assist appointee, and anyone 

accompanying him/her, in settling in, as appropriate. 
7.3. Introduce appointee to FOM faculty and staff. 
7.4. Ensure that appointee is availed of the opportunity to interact with faculty both professionally 

and socially. 
7.5. Facilitate a reception for the appointee and FOM faculty and staff.    

 

 


